
INTRODUCTION
月reast carcinomas usually spread via lymphatic

and venous dissemination. It has been demonstrated
that bone marrow with single carcinoma cell may be
an important cause for cancer recurrence and metas鄄
tases 咱1鄄5暂. With the advent of sentinel lymph node
biopsy 渊SLNB冤袁 micrometastases in axillary lymph
nodes can also be detected effectively by reducing
the number of 野objective冶 nodes. Numerous clinical
studies have shown that micrometastses status of
bone marrow and SLNs is a potentially powerful fac鄄
tor for prognosis prediction and therapy direction.
This study aimed to explore the screening sensitivity

and clinical significance of different techniques袁 in鄄
cluding hematoxylin鄄eosin鄄staining 渊HE鄄staining冤袁
immunohistochemistry 渊IHC冤 and reverse transcrip鄄
tion鄄polymerase chain reaction渊RT鄄PCR冤 in detect鄄
ing micrometastases of breast cancer in bone marrow
and sentinel lymph nodes渊SLNs冤.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects

Bone marrow a nd SLNs were collected from 62
female patients with breast cancer 渊clinical stage 玉鄄
域冤袁 who were confirmed without distant metastases
by preoperative examination at Department of Gener鄄
al Surgery袁 the First Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing
Medical University袁 from July 2000 to December
2003. Patients爷 age was between 29 to 76袁 and the
mean age was 52.47. After general anesthesia袁 10
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Abstract

Objective院 To study the sensitivity and clinical significance of HE鄄staining袁IHC and RT鄄PCR in detecting breast cancer mi鄄
crometastases in bone marrow and sentinel lymph nodes 渊SLNs冤. Methods院After general anesthesia袁 all patients underwent bone
marrow puncture and sentinel lymph node biopsy 渊SLNB冤 by 1% isosulfan blue袁 and then HE鄄staining袁IHC and RT鄄PCR were
used to detect micrometastases. Results院Of 62 patients with breast cancer whose axillary lymph nodes showed negative HE鄄stain鄄
ing results袁 15 cases presented with positive RT鄄PCR and 9 cases showed positive IHC results positive in bone marrow mi鄄
crometastases detection. PT鄄PCR and IHC showed good uniformity渊kappa=0.6945冤and there was significant difference in detective
rate between these two methods 渊字2=4.1667袁P = 0.0412冤. In SLN samples袁 13 showed positive RT鄄PCR results袁 while 7 showed
positive IHC results. PT鄄PCR and IHC showed good uniformity 渊kappa=0.6483冤and significant difference was also found in detec鄄
tive rate between these two methods 渊字2=4.1667袁P = 0.0412冤. Both bone marrow and SLN samples were RT鄄PCR positive in 3 cases袁
which indicated that bone marrow micrometastases did not always accompany SLN micrometastases渊字2=0.067袁P = 0.796冤. Conclu鄄
sion院 Even if no axillary lymph node involvement or distant metastases are present in routine preoperative examination袁 micrometas鄄
tases can still be detected in bone marrow or SLNs. Because the bone marrow micrometastases and axillary node micrometastses
are not present simultaneously袁 combination test of multiple indicators will detect micrometastases more accurately.
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milliliter bone marrow was drawn from breastbone
using heparin for anticoagulation. SLNs were detected
by 1% isosulfan blue. Five milliliter 1% isosulfan blue
was injected into mammary areola or peritumor in
four points at random. Five minutes later袁 SLNs were
dissected and each lymph node was bisected袁 one half
for histological examination袁 one half for mRNA
analysis. Then each patient received modified radical
mastectomy. Bone marrow was centrifugated by Fi鄄
coll Hypaque to isolate mononuclear cells which were
used to detect micrometastases by IHC and RT鄄PCR.

Immunohistochemistry 渊IHC冤
Strep鄄avidin鄄biotin鄄peroxidase complex method

was used to detect micrometastases by cytokeratin
19. All reagents were bought from Dako company
渊Denmark冤. The detail operation was conducted ac鄄
cording to the instruction in reagent kits. The result
was observed by microscopy. Cytokeratin 19 positive
cells were dyed in brown color. The cytokeratin was
mainly expressed in the cell membrane and/or cyto鄄
plasm. The bone marrow and SLNs were diagnosed
as positive micrometastases by detecting keratin pos鄄
itive cells among them.

Reverse Transcription鄄polymerase Chain Re鄄
action 渊RT鄄PCR冤
Primers

Keratin 19 primers were as follows 咱4暂袁 upstream院
5忆鄄AGG TGG ATT CCG CTC CGG GCA鄄3忆袁 down
stream院 5忆鄄ATC TTC CTG TCC CTC GAG CA鄄3忆 .
The length of amplification fragment was 460 bp. 茁鄄
actin primers were as follows袁 upstream院 5忆 鄄CAC
TGT GTT GGC GTA CAG GT鄄3忆袁 downstream院 5忆鄄
TCA TCA CCA TTG GCA ATG AG鄄3忆. The length
of amplification fragment was 154 bp.

RNA extraction
Total RNA was extracted using the acid guanidi鄄

um鄄phenol鄄chloroform technique袁 by commercial
Trizol 渊Promega袁 USA冤. One milliliter Trizol was
put into the mononuclear cells of bone marrow袁
while one half of SLNs maintained on ice was
minced and homogenized manually in the presence
of lysis buffer Trizol. RNA fractions were suspended
in diethyl pyrocarbonate 鄄treated water and quantitat鄄
ed by the ratio of OD260 nm to OD280 nm.

RNA amplification
First鄄strand cDNA was synthesized by using AMV

reverse transcriptase. Total volume of RT was 20 滋l袁
including院10 伊 reaction buffer 2 滋l袁10 mmol/L dNTP
2 滋l袁 25 mmol/L magnesium chloride 4 滋l袁 AMV re鄄

verse transcriptase 1 滋l渊5U冤袁 RNasin 0.5 滋l 渊20U冤袁
Oligo渊dT冤 15 1 滋l袁 RNA3 滋l渊2 滋g冤袁 RNAase free
water 6.5 滋l. Following incubation at 42益 for 30
min袁 the mixture was heated to 99益 for 5min to in鄄
activate AMV reverse transcriptase. Polymerase chain
reaction院Specific cDNA sequences were amplified in
reaction mix ture 渊100 滋l冤 composed of 10 滋l tran鄄
scription product袁 10 伊 reaction buffer 8 滋l袁 25
mmol/L magnesium chloride 4 滋l袁 5 units of Taq
polymerase袁 20 pmol/L sequence鄄specific primers.
Forty cycles of amplification were performed with
denaturation at 94益 for 1min袁 annealing at 60益 for
1min and extension at 72益 for 1min with an extra 7
min extension for the last cycle. Gel electrophoresis院
PCR products 渊10 滋l冤 were electrophoresed at 75V
for 1鄄2 h on a 2% agarose gel containing ethidium
bromide in Tris鄄acetate EDTA buffer.

Statistical analysis
The data were analyzed by McNemar鄄字2鄄test袁

Kappa鄄test and 字2鄄test. It was performed by statistical
software SPSS 10.0.

RESULTS
The amplification product of RT鄄PCR

The amplification product of RT鄄PCR was a 460
bp fragment. RNA integrity was confirmed in all
samples by the detection of a 154鄄bp actin product in
ethidium bromide鄄stained gels.

Sensitivity and agreement of RT鄄PCR and I鄄
HC in detection of bone marrow micrometas鄄
tases

As shown in Table 1袁 the detective rate of RT鄄PCR
was 24.19%渊15/62冤 while the detective rate of IHC
was 14.52%渊9/62冤. There was significant difference in
detective rate between these two methods statistically
渊字2 = 4.1667袁P = 0.0412冤and the agreement of the re鄄
sults between PT鄄PCR and IHC was good 渊kappa =
0.6945冤

Sensitivity and agreement of RT 鄄PCR and
IHC in detection of SLNs micrometastases

As shown in Table 2袁 the detective rate of RT鄄

Table 1 Sensitivity and agreement of RT鄄PCR and
IHC testing in bone marrow icrometastases

渊垣冤
渊原冤

kappa = 0.6945曰 字2 = 4.1667袁 P = 0.0412渊McNemar鄄字2鄄test冤

IHC

0
47

9
6

渊垣冤 渊-冤
9

53

Total 15 47 62

PT鄄PCR
Total
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Table 2 Sensitivity and agreement of RT鄄PCR and
IHC testing in SLNs micrometastases

渊垣冤
渊原冤

kappa = 0.6483曰 字2 = 4.1667袁 P = 0.0412渊McNemar鄄字2鄄test冤

IHC

0
49

7
6

渊垣冤 渊-冤
7

55

Total 13 49 62

PT鄄PCR
Total

PCR and IHC was 20.97%渊13/62冤and 11.29%渊7/62冤
respectively. Significant difference was also found in
detective rate between these two methods 渊字2 =
4.1667袁P=0.0412冤 and agreement between PT鄄PCR
and IHC was good渊kappa=0.6483冤.

Relationship between bone marrow mi鄄
crometastases and SLNs micrometastases

In 62 patients with breast cancer袁 only 3 patients
presented with positive bone marrow and SLNs mi鄄
crometastases by means of RT鄄PCR. There was no
statistical correlation 渊字2 =0.067袁P =0.796冤 between
these two kinds of micrometastases. It showed that
micrometastases in bone marrow and SLNs did not
occue at the same time.

DISCUSSION
Recurrence and metastases are the most important

biological behaviors of malignant tumors. Approxi鄄
mately 95% of breast cancer patients are treated ac鄄
cording to routine pathologic results when first di鄄
agnosed without distant metastases. Nevertheless袁
30% of these patients will develop loco鄄regional re鄄
currence and distant metastases within 5 years after
diagnosis咱6袁7暂袁 which indicates that routine pathologic
examinations cannot be used as a prognostic factor
accurately.

Breast carcinomas usually spread via lymphatic
and venous dissemination. Bone marrow metastasis
may develop in approximately 80% of patients with
recurrent breast cancer 咱8袁9暂袁 and has always been the
subject of intensive research in recent years.
Wiedswang and his group咱10暂 found that bone marrow
micrometastases detected by immunocytochemistry
were significantly associated with disease鄄free鄄sur鄄
vival and distant鄄disease鄄free鄄survival袁 which will be
helpful for clinical direction. Cytokeratin渊KT冤 repre鄄
sents the major structural protein in epithelial cells袁
which is shown to be only expressed in epithelial鄄de鄄
rived tumor cells. KT19 is the most specific and sen鄄
sitive labels for breast carcinoma cells袁 in contrast to
other tumor label咱11暂. KT19 has been widely used for

micrometastases detection in lymph nodes袁 bone
marrow as well as peripheral blood. It was reported
that RT鄄PCR had superior sensitivity over IHC for
evaluation of bone marrow micrometastases咱12暂. In out
study袁 there was significant difference in detective
rate between these two methods statistically 渊字2 =
4.1667袁P=0.0412冤 and RT鄄PCR was more sensitive
than IHC. These findings could not be achieved in
our previous study咱13暂袁 which might be due to limited
sample amount and different research subjects.

Axillary lymph node status remains the most sig鄄
nificant clinical factor for staging袁 prognosis predict鄄
ing and therapy guiding. But routine pathological
examinations have two disadvantages院 淤 unable to
tell the pathological status of each axillary lymph
node in detail曰 于unable to detect micrometastases in
lymph nodes. It was reported that node micrometas鄄
tases袁 which could not be identified by routine ex鄄
aminations袁 would be detected by detailed analysis
using serial sectioning. The ap plication of IHC in鄄
creases the detection rate while the use of PCR fur鄄
ther improves the detection sensitivity of mi鄄
crometastases 咱14袁15暂. Practically袁 extensive searching
for each axillary lymph node would be luxurious and
unnecessary袁 because approximately 15 nodes would
be found in each radical mastectomy specimen in
average. The application of SLNB may reduce the
labor and cost of the pathologic procedure. In our
study袁 RT鄄PCR had superior detection rate over IHC
渊字2 =4.1667袁P=0.0412冤 and agreement between PT鄄
PCR and IHC was good 渊kappa=0.6483冤. Neverthe鄄
less袁 the clinical significance of SLNs micrometas鄄
tases remains unclear and needs further study.

In this study袁 micrometastases was detected both
in bone marrow and SLNs in only 3 cases without
any statistical relationship袁 which further supported
Fisher爷s opinion院 breast cancer is a general disease
even in early stage. In addition袁 the route and mode
of breast cancer micrometastases are complex and
lack of rules袁 which adds more difficulties to clinical
research. In conclusion袁 combining multiple indica鄄
tors and parameters to assess the metastasis status of
breast cancer patients in general will be helpful to
predict prognosis and guide treatment strategy.
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